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HOTLINE NUMBER:  1 -______ -______ -________ 
 

 

1. How the HOTLINE NUMBER works:   

 

a. This number changes every election.  It connects to people who will help you 

determine what to do. 

   

2. Why you should call:   
 

a. You should call whenever you see or hear something that is out of the 

ordinary.  Pay attention to the contents of this manual and the examples it 

contains for further guidance. 

  

3. When you should call:   
 

a. You may call before the polls open, throughout the day, or after the polls close 

with any questions you have regarding something you have observed during 

your shift, especially if you have brought it to the attention of the Chief 

Election Inspector and it has not been resolved. 

 

4. How you should call:  
 

a. Make sure you bring a cell phone and paper and pen for use during your shift 

on Election Day.  You are not allowed to call from inside the polling place 

itself, so make sure you step out into a hallway or outside if necessary.  It may 

be important for you to make your call from a location that is more private so 

as not to be overheard. 

 

5. You should: 

 

a. Document the information with the date and time the incident occurred 

 

b. Include a description of the person in general and a name if at all possible 

 

c. Include a description about the incident itself with the names of any 

people involved 

 

d. Document the steps you may have taken to get it corrected in case there is 

a problem with the polling place or the election in general 
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Wisconsin Election Observer Manual 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This guide is intended to help Election Observers (sometimes called poll-watchers): those who 

want to exercise their right to be an observer of the election process, either in the municipal 

clerk’s office during registration, during early absentee voting, in nursing homes and retirement 

communities, or on Election Day.   

 

It is important for you to remember that you are not a policeman in this process – you are only 

there to observe things that are happening, to document them, and to contact the appropriate 

officials if the problems you see are not being corrected.  The Chief Election Inspector is 

sometimes called the poll supervisor or Election Judge.  Ask the Chief Election Inspector to 

make any changes that need to be made and call the HOTLINE NUMBER.  Look up the phone 

numbers of the municipal and county clerks, and the local sheriff or police department.  You may 

be able to help the Chief Election Inspector get things done more quickly if you are able to make 

some calls for them.  In addition, you may need to make calls to these people in case of an 

emergency. 

 

There is a questionnaire at the back of the manual (pg 66) that indicates some of the notes you 

will need to take.  Read the whole questionnaire so you are prepared when you go to your polling 

place.  Answer the questions in your own notebook and keep those answers until the election has 

been certified and there is no chance of a recount.  You will also need to document problems you 

observe in your notebook, giving the time and the nature of the problem, and a brief description 

of the people involved along with their names if possible.   

 

 

WHAT TO EXPECT: 

 

Anyone other than a candidate up for election has the right to be present at a polling place to 

observe the conduct of the election.  There is no requirement for Election Observers to obtain a 

permit.  Wisconsin law does not prohibit non-U.S. citizens or foreign nationals from observing 

the election process.    

 

Election Observers may be assigned by their respective political parties to sit at a poll on 

Election Day.  Remember to sign in when you get there and make sure that your party has called 

ahead with the number of Election Observers who will be scheduled at that polling place.  It is 

the Chief Election Inspector’s right to limit the number of observers based on the space 

available, and those from one particular party if they greatly exceed the number from the other 

party observing.  It is important to sign up with your party to be an Election Observer.   
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Tip:  Whenever possible, try to have at least two Election Observers at each polling place – one 

to watch the registration table and one to watch the voting table.  More Election Observers 

should be assigned to the polling places where the most activity occurs on Election Day.  If 

there is a location in your municipality where the voters primarily speak another language, 

it is important to try to assign observers who also speak that language, in order for them to 

be able to understand random conversations that they may be able to overhear. 

 

Get There Early:  Arrive 15 minutes before your shift and be prepared to stay at least 15 minutes 

after your shift if possible, to go over what’s happened during your shift with the person who 

will be following you.  If you have the last shift of the day, be prepared to stay until all counts 

and votes have been reconciled and all materials have been accounted for.  By keeping good 

notes you will be creating a proper “chain of events” for future reference, especially in the case 

of a recount.  Bring a cell phone if you have one.  Make sure you set it on “vibrate” because 

no calls may be accepted or made while in the polling place itself.  Wear a watch.  Bring a 

notebook to document any incidents that may occur and to answer the questions at the 

back of this manual.   
 

Usually polls churn through people until 9:30 a.m. and then get busy again around lunchtime.  

During a presidential election year, the polls will be busy from 3:00 until past 8:00 p.m., when 

the polls close by statute.  You need to plan your breaks accordingly.  Bring your own lunch, 

snack and beverage.  Bring a folding chair in case your polling place does not have 

adequate seating. 
 

Find the Chief Election Inspector (polling place supervisor):  You will need to check in with 

the Chief Inspector, the poll-worker in charge of your polling place.  You will need to sign an 

“Election Observer" form and receive and wear an “Election Observer” nametag.  Remember 

that the Chief Inspector has the final answer at your polling place and you should follow their 

instructions unless you see something that is really questionable. A Chief Election Inspector can 

remove you for cause. 

 

Tip:  When you see the Chief Election Inspector hovering around a table or a crowd develops 

near them, it is a tip that there is a question that needs answering or that something 

unusual has happened.  Try to see what is going on.  Remember that you must stay within 

the area allowed for Election Observers and that you may not interfere with the process. 

 

Many times, the decisions that are made early in the day are the most important ones.  Decisions 

made on machine and table placement may be critical later in the day.  If there is a machine that 

is not working or a bad poll list is being used, this will become apparent immediately.  This 

needs to be noted but generally not contested.  You need to know what happened and why.  It is 

important to document your observations thoroughly.  Remember to give the Chief Election 

Inspector time to try to fix the problem before you raise the issue with them. 

 

Plan for a Long Day:   If you have never sat at the polls on Election Day, you may be surprised 

at the tedium and slow going of a normal polling place – even during a Presidential Election.   

Once the polls open, everyone keeps to themselves and does their job.  Excessive talking is 

distracting and can cause poll-workers to miss hearing the names and addresses of voters at the 
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voting table.  You need to hear them as well.  You should plan for a long, quiet day, sitting on a 

folding chair or standing in the middle of a gym or church basement.  You need to be close 

enough to hear names called but you cannot impede the process.  The Chief Inspector should 

place you in a place where you are able to hear the voter say his/her name.   

   
You are an observer:   You may see other Election Observers – many of them may be hostile to 

you or to your interests.  They could be groups of attorneys, from union organizations, 

community organizers and other groups who are highly trained, are experienced observers, and 

are aggressive in promoting their points of view.  They may be working together while not 

giving notice of this to anyone else.  What they do is not a concern of yours unless they insert 

themselves into the voting process. 

  

It is important that you do not present yourself as an adversary.  You need to have a good 

relationship with the poll-workers and the Chief Inspector.  Remember also, that an Election 

Observer may be removed by the Chief Inspector if the Chief Inspector believes that the observer 

is impeding the voting process.  Your job is to stay there, observe, and report what you see.  

Getting removed from the polling place is counterproductive and will prevent you from doing 

your job. 

  

Determine Stress Points:  You may need to determine what points in the process are stressed by 

various conditions.   Focus your efforts there.  It may be a certain ward in a polling place with 

multiple wards.  It may be a slow poll-worker that backs up a line.  It may be a new registration 

table if the polling place has many new registrations.  Depending upon how your polling place is 

manned, you may have to pick the vulnerable points and watch them. 

 

You are watching people exercise their constitutional right to vote:  The laws are generally the 

same for a Presidential election as they are for any other election with one exception.  In 

Wisconsin, you can vote for President and Vice President even if your residence in the State of 

Wisconsin has not been established for ten days.   

 

Ninety-nine percent of the conduct at a polling place is routine and will be dealt with easily.  It is 

when problems occur that we need eyewitnesses, documentation and a quick call for help.  

Remember to document your observations throughout the day. 

  

Understand the process to challenge a voter:   Understand that this is only to be done when a 

reasonable cause exists.  Contact the HOTLINE NUMBER after a challenge has been made.  

Keep your cool in all situations. 

 

Be alert at the end of the day:   Don’t let the tedium of the day get to you.  Take a few walks 

outside to the end of the line and note how long it takes people to get in and out of the polling 

place.  Crunch time comes at the end of a long day.  That is when mistakes are made.  Once the 

last voter leaves and the votes are counted, your job is done. 
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ELECTION OBSERVERS MAY NOT: 

 

 Engage in electioneering  

 Handle official election documents 

 Have conversations about candidates, parties or ballot questions 

 Make calls or use cell phones for voice calls inside the polling area 

 Wear clothing or buttons related to candidates, parties or referenda 

 Use video or still cameras inside the polling area until voting totals are printed 

and announced (since processing is still considered voting), or use their cell 

phones in that capacity 

 Interact with voters, except upon the voter’s request 

 View the confidential section of the poll list, or take photos or make photocopies 

of the poll list on Election Day 

 

 

ELECTION OBSERVERS AT OTHER LOCATIONS 

 

The State of Wisconsin permits individuals to observe voting and the election administration 

process at polling places and central counting locations on Election Day.  It also permits Election 

Observers to view the absentee voting process at the municipal clerk’s office; the absentee 

central count location; during recounts; and during voting in nursing homes, retirement homes, 

and community based residential facilities.  It has become more and more important that Election 

Observers be present at these facilities and during these periods in an election year, as much 

election activity is now taking place prior to Election Day.  

 

Municipal Clerk’s Office, Absentee Ballot Canvass, or Central Count: 

 

Election Observers may be present during absentee voting in the clerk’s office where video and 

still cameras ARE NOT allowed.  When absentee voting is occurring in the clerk’s office, the 

same rules apply to the clerk’s office as they do at the polling place on Election Day.  Election 

Observers may also be present at an absentee ballot canvass, or a centralized vote counting 

location where video and still cameras ARE allowed.  The municipal clerk is in charge, and 

Election Observers must follow the clerk’s directives.   

 

Nursing and Retirement Homes, and Community-Based Residential Facilities 

 

Only two observers appointed by each of the two major political parties may be present 

during absentee voting in one of these facilities.  One Special Voting Deputy (SVD) from each 

major political party is in charge, and observers must follow the deputies’ directives.  Video and 

still cameras ARE NOT allowed.  

 

Recounts  

 

Election Observers may be present during election recounts, as may candidates and their legal 

counsel.  The board of canvassers is in charge and observers must follow the board’s directives.  

Video and still cameras are allowed at the board’s discretion. 
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BASIC KNOWLEDGE 

 

 

ELECTION OFFICIALS 

 

Elections in Wisconsin are conducted at the local level.  Responsibility falls on election officials 

to ensure that every election is conducted in a manner that is fair, transparent and accessible to 

all.  On Election Day it is up to the local election officials and you as observers to protect the 

integrity of the election process.   

 

An election official is defined as “an individual who is charged with any duty relating to the 

conduct of an election.”  County, municipal and school district clerks are election officials, as are 

poll-workers (election inspectors), Chief Election Inspectors (poll supervisors), Special 

Registration Deputies (SRD’s), Special Voting Deputies (SVD’s), Election Commissioners, 

tabulators, and greeters.  Election officials perform a very important public service by enhancing 

the high quality and integrity of our elections. 

 

For each polling place, there is one Chief Election Inspector or poll supervisor.  The Chief 

Election Inspector acts as liaison between the poll-workers and the municipal clerk and is in 

charge of the polling place on Election Day. 

 

Poll-workers, sometimes called “election inspectors”, staff the polling place on Election Day.  

Each polling place should have a minimum of three poll-workers, although more are often 

common.  Under no circumstances may there be fewer than three, even in smaller municipalities 

with fewer numbers of voters.  There are always an odd number of poll-workers including the 

Chief Election Inspector. 

 

A poll-worker must be able to read, write and understand the English language.  They may not 

be a candidate for any office to be voted on at an election in which they serve.  Poll-workers 

must be qualified voters of the municipality and ward served by the polling place in which they 

work, unless the clerk chooses to reassign them to work in another ward or polling place in the 

municipality. 

 

Their duties include setting up the polling place, preserving order, registering voters, recording 

voters, issuing ballots, monitoring voting equipment, counting votes and properly completing the 

required forms. 

 

Poll-workers representing the two main political parties are assigned according to the last general 

election preference for that polling place.  The assignments made by the municipal clerk are 

chosen from the lists provided by the two main political parties unless there aren’t enough 

candidates.  If the latter happens, the clerk will choose from a list of unaffiliated candidates for 

each polling location.   

 

It is also important for you, as an Election Observer, to sign up through your local Party 

office so there are enough Election Observers to represent the Party at each polling place.  

They will assign you to the polling places that require the most oversight. 
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Interactions with voters, both positive and negative, influence the public’s confidence in the 

ability of election officials to administer elections in Wisconsin fairly.  As election officials, it is 

their responsibility to ensure that every eligible voter can participate in the democratic process.  

It is recommended that the poll-workers promote a friendly, open relationship with individuals 

who wish to observe.  All observers, regardless of party affiliation, must be afforded the same 

respect. 

 

 

TYPES OF ELECTIONS  

 

It is important for Election Observers to know what type of election they are monitoring.  Each 

election has a different process and different ways to vote for the candidates running for office. 

 

Spring Primary – The primary held on the 3rd Tuesday in February to nominate nonpartisan 

candidates to be voted for at the spring election, and to express preferences for the person to be 

the Presidential candidate for each party in a year in which candidates for President and Vice 

President are to be elected. 

 

Spring and Local Elections – The election held on the first Tuesday in April to elect non-partisan 

judicial, educational, municipal, county officers and sewerage commissioners. 

 

September Primary – The primary held on the 2nd Tuesday in September to nominate candidates 

to be voted for at the general election.  At a September partisan primary, a voter may vote for 

candidates of only one political party or for candidates on the independent ballot.  No crossover 

voting is allowed.  

 

November General Election and Presidential Elections – The election held in even-numbered 

years on the Tuesday after the first Monday in November to elect US Senators; Representatives 

in Congress; Presidents; State Senators; Representatives to the Assembly; District Attorneys; 

State Officers other than the State Superintendent and Judicial Officers; and County Officers 

other than Chief Inspectors and County Executives. 

 

At a general election, voters have the option of casting a straight party vote for all the candidates 

of a designated political party, or of casting individual votes for any candidate of their choice. 

 

The state of Wisconsin allows voters who have been in the state less than 10 days to vote for 

President and Vice President ONLY. 

 

 

RESIDENCY  

 

A person’s residency in a ward or municipality is determined by their physical presence and, if 

absent, their intent to return to that location.  For practical purposes, a person is thought to reside 

where they “rest their head” or where they sleep.  Residency is established by voters registering 

on Election Day by providing “proof of residence” (which will be discussed later in this manual) 

or by using a corroborating witness.  Residency cannot be established in any municipality in this 
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state while living there temporarily.  Residency is not lost when a person leaves home 

temporarily with the intent to return.  For example, a voter who has left home for education, 

business travel, or nursing home care may vote in the municipality where they initially 

established their voting residence.   

 

If a voter leaves a municipality and registers to vote in their new home, they cannot continue to 

vote in their previous municipality unless they re-establish residency there again.  Voters who 

have moved within the state, but who have lived at their new address less than ten days, must 

vote in their old municipality.  Those who have recently moved to the state and who have lived 

at their address less than ten days may vote for President and Vice President only. 

 

 

REGISTRATION 

   

This is the area that Election Observers should be most concerned with because it is the area 

under Wisconsin law that has the most potential for fraud.  Same Day Registration is a very 

important thing to monitor on Election Day.  Election Observers should know this process 

well.  It is also important to know the challenge process if the observer has reason to doubt the 

legality of a voter’s registration.   

  

Types of Registration: 

 

1. Open Registration – in person at the local, municipal, or county clerk’s office.  

During open registration, up to twenty days prior to the election, voters are not 

required to show proof of residence to the clerk.  An Election Observer may observe 

this process if they are observing at the clerk’s office. 

 

2. Late registration – occurs in the clerk’s office after the close of open registration, 

from the 19
th

 day before the election up to 5:00 p.m. the day before the election.  

Voters who register during this time will receive a Certificate of Registration to be 

presented on Election Day.  (pg 54) 

 

3. By mail 

 

4. On Election Day (Same Day Registration) 

 

 

Updating Registration: 

 

 The voter will need to complete a Voter Registration Application and indicate “Name Change” 

or “WI Address Change” in section #1.  They will then need to provide proof of residence.  This 

is done after a name change, or when registering at a new municipal clerk’s office after a move.   

It can also be done on Election Day. 
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VOTING 

 

Throughout this manual when we use the term “qualified elector” we mean a person who meets 

the first four criteria under the definition of eligible voters below:  

 

 Eligible Voters 

 

1. Must be a U.S. citizen 

 

2. Must be age 18 or older on or before Election Day:   

 

a. One may register at the age of 17 if they will be 18 at the next election.   

 

Tip:  It is important to be aware of High School registration drives.  The municipal clerk will 

assign SRD’s to the drives in order to register voters, but it might be valuable to have 

Election Observers there as well.    

 

3. Must be a resident of the State of Wisconsin 

  

a. Must have resided in an election district or ward for 10 days before any 

election in which the citizen wants to vote, with no intention of moving.  

 

4. Must be a registered voter 

 

5. May be a student 

 

a. An 18 year old or older student may choose to vote in the municipality where 

they attend school, or where they last resided before attending school (most 

often the municipality where they grew up). 

 

6. May be homeless 

 

a. Requires a corroborating witness (discussed later in this manual) 

 

7. May be a resident in a nursing home or retirement home, or a resident in a community 

based residential facility 

 

8. May be in the military 

 

 

Ineligible Voters 

 

1. Felons – Any person convicted of treason, felony, or bribery that has not completed 

the terms of their sentence including probation, parole or extended supervision.  Once 

the person has completed the terms of their sentence, their civil rights are restored and 

they may vote. 
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2. A resident less than 10 days in the municipality, except in the case of Presidential 

elections – these individuals are eligible to vote for President and Vice President only 

 

3. Temporary resident with intent to move, such as a political operative 

 

4. A person who is under guardianship or who has been determined by a court to be 

incapable of understanding the objective of the elective process 

 

5. Anyone who has made or become interested in any bet or wager depending upon the 

result of the election, either directly or indirectly 

 

 

Types of Voting: 

 

1. In person on Election Day 

 

2. Absentee – At a polling location three weeks prior to Election Day 

 

3. Absentee – From home.  Any registered voter in the state of Wisconsin has the right 

to cast an absentee ballot.  Absentee voting provides an opportunity for a voter who is 

unable or unwilling to appear at the polling place on Election Day to cast their ballot.  

Special procedures are in place to protect the voter and the integrity of the process for 

this reason.  Application for an absentee ballot may be made in person or by mail.   

 

Tip:  Absentee voting has become an area of increasing importance in which Election Observers 

should pay attention.  The earlier Election Observers jump on board to watch this process, 

especially during in-person absentee voting, the better equipped we will be to ensure that 

Wisconsin election law is being followed. 

 

4. By Provisional Ballot – Provisional voting rarely occurs, but it is worth review 

because many times poll-workers do not know the proper procedure.   

 

5. In Nursing Homes or Qualified Retirement Homes – Special Voting Deputies (SVDs) 

conduct absentee voting at nursing homes, community-based residential facilities and 

qualified retirement homes.  This is the exclusive method by which absentee voting 

may be conducted.  
 

SVDs are appointed by the municipal clerk to carry out absentee voting in the 

municipality.  Nominations for Special Voting Deputy positions may be submitted by 

the two dominant political parties at the same time as poll-worker nominations are 

submitted.  If no nominations are submitted, the municipal clerk may appoint 

qualified voters of the municipality without regard to party affiliation.  At least two 

SVDs must be appointed for each location that will be conducting on-site voting.   
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SVDs must be qualified voters of the municipality, and may not currently be 

employed by the facility or have been employed by the facility within two years 

of the appointment.  In addition, SVDs may not be an immediate family member 

of anyone currently employed by the facility or who has been employed by the 

facility within two years of the appointment.   

 

Tip:  There is also great potential for mistakes to be made in nursing homes and retirement 

homes, and these areas would be prime locations for Election Observers to attend to in 

advance of Election Day.  Two Election Observers, one from each main political party, will 

also be assigned by the municipal clerk to watch over voting in these facilities.  It is 

especially important for observers to sign up through their Party office so they may be 

assigned to these locations.   

 

 

 

BEFORE THE POLLS OPEN 
 

 

It will be easy for Election Observers to check out the following categories on Election Day.  

Election Observers simply need to be aware of any irregularities at the polling place.  Most often, 

if something is wrong, the Chief Election Inspector will be going crazy trying to fix it, and it will 

be a clear indicator that you need to pay attention and potentially document what you are seeing.  

Make sure that if you make suggestions, you do so in a helpful and respectful way.  It is 

important to have good relationships with the poll-workers and the Chief Election Inspector 

because it is possible for you to be removed at any time. 

 

 

SET-UP 

 

 

Floor Plan 

 

Prior to entering, make a check to see if the polling place is accessible to those with disabilities.  

When the doors open for voting, enter the polling place and take a minute to observe the flow of 

traffic.  The way a polling place is set up affects how easy it will be for voters to cast their 

ballots.  Note any issues you may see when observing the flow of the voters. 

 

Tip:  Observe if any ballots are accessible to the voters and registrants.  They should be kept in 

an out-of-the-way location that only poll-workers and Chief Election Inspectors can 

access. 

 

1. Election Observer Area – A designated “Election Observer” area at the polling place 

should allow observers to hear instructions and comments, and to be able to readily 

observe all public aspects of the voting process.  State administrative rules require 

Election Observers to be at least six feet away from the voting area, but no more that 

twelve feet away.  An observer should be able to hear the announcement by the voter, 
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or the repetition by the poll-workers, of each voter’s name and address.  Election 

Observers may not have the ability to see the voter list from six feet away.  The Chief 

Election Inspector has the authority to limit the number of people representing the 

same organization in the observation area if space is limited.   

 

Tip:  It is absolutely imperative that you be able to hear a voter give their name and address to 

the poll-worker.  Under no circumstances should a poll-worker read the voter’s address to 

the voter, unless they are repeating the voter’s name back to them.  Listen carefully. You 

may ask the Chief Election Inspector to have the names repeated for you.  You may also 

ask the Chief Election Inspector if they will bring the poll list over for you to see during a 

lull in voting traffic.   

 

2. Greeters – Each municipality may appoint one additional poll-worker regardless of 

party affiliation, to act as a greeter and to substitute for other officials as necessary on 

Election Day.  Greeters may not participate in the vote canvass after the polls 

close.  Election Observers should under no circumstances act as a greeter at any 

time during Election Day. 
 

3. Voting Booths – Booths are required to be placed apart from other activities such as 

checking in and registering, but all booths must be placed together in the same 

vicinity including the booths containing the accessible voting equipment.   

 

4. National Flag – the American flag must be displayed on an outside pole or in the 

voting area during all hours the polling place is open. 

 

Signs 

 

Some signs are required to be posted on Election Day: 

 

1. Directions that instruct voters that they must give their name and address to the poll-

workers. 

 

2. Ballots and Sample Ballots – Two sample ballots for each ballot style should be 

posted at the polling place. 

 

3. Notices – Relevant portions of voting instructions, the text of the notice for each 

referendum if applicable, and the notice of polling place hours must be posted. 

 

4. Statement of Election Fraud – This statement sets out the laws and applicable 

penalties for election fraud. 

 

5. Voter Qualification Poster – This notice explains the requirements for an individual to 

be a qualified voter. 

 

6. Instructions for First-time Voters – This notice explains the requirement for first-time 

voters to provide an identifying document constituting proof of residence. 
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7. Voting Rights – This notice provides general information on voting rights protected 

by federal law. 

 

8. Contact Information – This posting provides voters with contact information if they 

have concerns with the voting process.  The blank sections should have been filled in 

before Election Day by the municipal clerk. 

 

9. Ward Maps and Street Directory – A ward map clearly indicating all the wards in the 

municipality served by that polling place must be prominently displayed.  A street 

directory that indicates which streets are in each ward along with the location of the 

polling place in each ward is recommended. 

 

Supplies 

 

1. Ballots – Make a note in your notebook, if possible, of the initial quantity of:  

 

a. Regular Ballots – There must be a supply of paper ballots available at the 

polling place in case electronic voting equipment breaks down or 

malfunctions.   

 

Tip:  If the polling place runs out of ballots it is important for observers to document that event 

and call the HOTLINE NUMBER immediately. 

 

b. Provisional Ballots and Certificate Envelopes. 

 

c. Absentee Ballots – needed for in-person absentee voting.   

 

The Chief Election Inspector may only have a rough estimate of the number of ballots on hand. 

  

2. Poll Lists 

 

a. Regular Poll List (pg 55) – also known as the voter list or registration list.  

The poll list is a list containing the names and addresses of registered voters in 

a ward or combination of wards.  Each ward will have two poll lists, which 

must be maintained identically on Election Day.  Poll-workers use poll lists to 

ensure that only registered voters cast a ballot and to capture certain 

information about each registered voter who receives a ballot. 

 

b. Pre-printed Supplemental Poll List (not shown) – the municipal clerk may 

provide a list that contains the names and addresses of all voters who 

registered during late registration.  Late registration occurs in the clerk’s 

office after the close of regular registration, from the 19
th

 day before the 

election up to 5:00 p.m. the day before the election.  Voters who register 

during this time will receive a Certificate of Registration (pg 54) to be 

presented on Election Day.   
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c. Handwritten Supplemental Poll List (pg 56) – created at the municipal clerk’s 

office after the supplemental poll list has been printed.  The handwritten 

version can be kept until 5:00 p.m. the day before the Election when late 

registration closes.  There is a possibility there might be enough time to 

actually print this list before Election Day.  

 

d. Handwritten Supplemental Poll List – kept on Election Day.  Poll-workers 

must enter the name, address, and voter number of Election Day registrants on 

this document at the voting table.  The type of proof of residence is also 

recorded here.  Two copies of the handwritten supplemental poll list are kept.  

After the proof of residence is recorded, the voter is issued a voter number and 

handed a ballot.   

 

e. College Dorm Lists – (if applicable) are sorted by each separate dorm in 

universities that have a large dorm population.  An individual dorm may often 

be its own separate polling place.   

 

f. Felons List – the list of felons registered with the Department of Corrections 

as living in the wards represented by the polling place. 

 

Counter Pre-count  

 

1. Election Day security procedures – if the municipality uses electronic voting 

equipment, the Chief Election Inspector should have recorded the serial numbers 

from the tamper evident seals on the Inspectors’ Statement (pg 57-58) to verify the 

security of the memory devices.   

 

2. The counter should be set to zero before any ballots have been cast on the electronic 

voting equipment.  There should be a printed result showing a zero count for every 

candidate and referendum.  The zero count printout will not have been separated from 

the remainder of the roll.   

 

 

 

AFTER THE POLLS OPEN 
 

 

OPENING THE POLLS 

 

The polling place must be opened at exactly 7:00 a.m.  To officially open the polling place, the 

Chief Inspector unlocks the doors to all entrances and officially announces the opening of the 

polls by saying:  “Hear Ye! Hear Ye!  The polls of the election are now open and will continue to 

be open until eight o’clock this evening.”  
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ELECTIONEERING 

 

Electioneering is any activity intended to influence voting at an election.  It is prohibited inside 

the polling place and within 100 feet of any entrance to a building containing a polling place.   

 

Election officials are responsible for enforcing the electioneering law.  The municipal clerk 

should be contacted if there are any problems relating to enforcement.  It is especially important 

for Election Observers to pay attention to possible electioneering.   

 

Tip:  Many groups may come to the polls in an attempt to influence voters.  It may not always be 

obvious when electioneering is taking place, so Election Observers should be especially 

alert and should bring any questionable activity to the attention of the Chief Election 

Inspector.  If it does not stop, you should document it and call the HOTLINE NUMBER.   

 

Some circumstances to consider: 

 

1.  Vehicles  

 

a. There is an exception for election-related bumper stickers on vehicles parked 

within 100 feet of an entrance to a polling place for the length of time it takes 

for the occupants to vote. 

 

b. Employees who work in the building containing the polling place may have 

stickers on their cars but if complaints are made, the employee should be 

asked to move his/her vehicle.   

 

c. If it appears that the primary purpose of parking a vehicle within 100 feet of 

an entrance to a polling place is to influence voting, then poll-workers should 

contact a law enforcement officer. 

 

2. Election Materials 

 

a. Campaign signs or flyers may not be posted or distributed within the polling 

place or within 100 feet of any entrance to a polling place.   

 

3. Solicitations  

 

a. Solicitations are not allowed in the polling place as they can interfere with the 

orderly conduct of the election. 

 

4. Political discussions  

 

a. Political discussions may not be held in the polling place by either Election 

Observers or poll-workers, or by members of any political party or attorneys 

representing those parties who are visiting the polling place for short periods 
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of time on Election Day.  If those discussions need to be held, they should be 

held outside the polling place.   

 

5. Clothing and Nametags 

 

a. Unless poll-workers receive a complaint about a voter’s attire, it is best to 

permit the voter to cast their ballot and leave.  If someone is planning to stay 

as an observer, they must remove any campaign attire, campaign buttons, or 

nametags.   

 

6. Members of the Media 

 

a.  Members of the media may be present at the polling place but cannot 

interfere with voters waiting in line to cast their ballots. 

 

b. Contact with voters inside the voting area should be limited. 

 

c. Media should conduct the majority of their activities outside of the polling 

place to ensure doors and entrances are not blocked and the voting process is 

not disrupted. 

 

d. It is the responsibility of the Chief Inspector to deal directly with any media 

person who is harassing voters entering or leaving the polls. 

 

e. Filming the voting process is disruptive to the orderly conduct of the election 

and may intimidate voters.  An exception can be made for members of the 

media seeking to film stock footage of the voting process with the consent of 

all involved voters and poll-workers present. 

 

7. Exit Polls 

 

a. Exit polls are permitted by Wisconsin law but must not interfere with the 

orderly conduct of the election. 

 

b. Exit polls should be conducted outside of the polling place. 

 

c. Voters who complain about exit polls should be informed they need not 

participate. 

 

8. Bake Sales 

 

a. Bake sales and other activities not related to the election are permitted but not 

encouraged.  If held, they should be set up in a separate room or in a remote 

location, so that the orderly conduct of the election is not disrupted. 
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9. Use of Cell Phones 

 

a. It is especially important for Election Observers to pay attention to the use of 

cell phones anywhere within the polling place.  Since most cell phones now 

have cameras, it is very important that no one is able to film voters or the 

voting process.  If you suspect that someone is misusing their cell phone, 

bring it to the attention of the Chief Election Inspector and document it 

in your notes.  Call the HOTLINE NUMBER if it persists. 
 

 

 

REGISTRATION 

 

Ensuring that all eligible voters are properly recorded and registered on Election Day builds 

confidence in the election process.  All voters must be registered before being issued a ballot and 

all voters who cast a ballot must be recorded on the poll list.  If a voter has not registered prior to 

Election Day, they may register at their polling place with proper identification. 

   

Tip:  The registration table is the single most important area with which the Election Observer 

should be concerned.  It is the place where the most mistakes are made.  It is here that 

Election Observer training is extremely important in order to observe that the process of 

same-day registration is running in accordance with Wisconsin election law.   

 

Make sure you familiarize yourself with the Voter Registration Application form (pg 59-60) 

included in the sample forms at the end of this manual.  It has very specific instructions printed 

directly on the back of it for any poll-worker or registrant to see.  They can serve as a guide for 

the proper completion of the form in order to ensure that the voter will appear on the poll list for 

future elections.   

 

Tip:  Some poll-workers may be inadequately trained or are not well-versed enough in the 

process of registration.  In addition, the registration table is the area that will be the most 

active spot during Election Day.  Long lines can make it difficult for busy poll-workers to 

take as much time as needed to check over an application or to verify that the proper form 

of proof of residence is being offered.   Pressure to hurry can also be put on frazzled poll-

workers by people who have been standing in long lines waiting to register.  

 

Ensuring that voters are registered properly is especially important because once they are 

on the voter rolls, they may then be able to vote in any election going forward.  It is 

important to observe and make note of any concerns you may have regarding this process.   
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 

 

The registration process takes place in two parts:  

 

1. The registrant fills out the application and provides a unique serial number that 

applies only to him:  a Wisconsin Driver’s License number, Wisconsin State I.D. 

number, or the last four digits of their Social Security number 

 

2. The registrant shows proof of residence by using one of the forms of identifying 

documents listed below or by using a corroborating witness 

  

It is important that the registrant provides accurate information.  This information will be 

checked against the Department of Transportation’s records after the election and on the poll lists 

the day of the election.  A registrant’s name must be spelled exactly as it appears on their 

Wisconsin Driver’s License or State I.D. card. 

 

 

Completing the Application 

 

The registrant must complete the Voter Registration Application (pg 59-60).   

       

1. A registrant must complete all required fields (fields 2, 3, 4, and 8, 9, and 11) and 

sign the application. 

   

2. To complete the application the registrant must provide an identification number.  

This does not require visual confirmation by a poll-worker and the voter may choose 

to write down the number themselves or recite it for the poll-worker to fill in on the 

application.  This is separate from providing proof of residence.  A registrant cannot 

be required to show their Driver’s License, Wisconsin State ID card, or Social 

Security card as a condition of registration.  It is only their proof of residence 

that must be visually verified.  The state of Wisconsin does not have a Voter ID 

requirement.  Attempts to compel voters to provide ID is in direct violation of 

Wisconsin law. 

 

The identification number provided must be as follows:  

 

a. If the registrant has been issued a current and valid Wisconsin Driver’s 

License, they MUST provide this number in Box 2 of the application, even if 

that license has been suspended.  They must call the Department of Motor 

Vehicles prior to Election Day in order to get that number if their license has 

been lost or stolen. 

 

b. If the registrant has NOT been issued a Wisconsin Driver’s License, they may 

register by using their Wisconsin State I.D. card.   
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c. They may only register using the last four digits of their Social Security 

number if they do not have either of the above two forms of I.D.  

 

If a registrant has a Wisconsin Driver’s License, even if it has been 

suspended or lost or stolen, but is unable or unwilling to provide this 

number, that person may NOT use the last four digits of their Social 

Security number or a Wisconsin State I.D.  They must then ONLY be 

allowed to vote by Provisional Ballot.  Voting by Provisional Ballot will be 

discussed later in this manual. 

 

Tip:  Listen to the conversations around you at the registration table.  A registrant will often 

indicate verbally that they do not have their license with them.  It is important that you 

know that they cannot be allowed to vote unless they return home and come back to the 

polling place before 8 p.m. with that Driver’s License number, or else they must vote by 

provisional ballot.  In one city alone, 38,000 people were allowed to register at the last 

election using the last four digits of their Social Security number.  The percentage of these 

that were legitimately allowed to register and vote remains unknown.  Poll-workers were 

overheard offering the opportunity for voters to register with the last four digits, even 

though they actually had a Driver’s License which was not with them.  The first thing a 

poll-worker should ask is whether a registrant has a Wisconsin Driver’s License or State 

I.D. 
  

d. If the registrant does not have a valid Driver’s License or Wisconsin ID card 

or a Social Security number, they must indicate this by filling in the bubble 

provided in Box 2.   

 

3.  After the registrant completes all required fields on the application, they must show 

proof of residence and they must sign the form in the presence of an election 

official.  Failure to complete any required field of the application will result in the 

registrant being unable to register, and therefore, unable to vote. 

 

4. Once the registrant signs the form, the poll-worker inspects it for completeness.  The 

poll-worker must print their name and sign the form as a witness, indicating that it has 

been accepted. 

 

5. The registrant’s application will then be checked with the Department of Corrections 

felons list in order to ensure that they have the right to vote.   

 

Tip:  It is difficult to really use the Department of Corrections list to eliminate people who are 

not eligible to vote because the felons list is not a statewide comprehensive list, listing every 

felon or parolee in the State.  It is sorted and sent to the municipality that a felon or parolee 

lists as their address when they are first released from jail.  If they have moved in the 

meantime, and have not notified the parole board of this move, they can register to vote in 

their new community like any other voter as if they were not barred from doing so. 
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Providing Proof of Residence 

 

A poll-worker requests proof of residence in only three cases:  

 

1. If the notation “ID required” appears next to the name of the voter on the pre-printed 

poll list, as is the case when a first-time voter registers by mail who has not included 

the proper proof of residence along with their application 

 

2. If the voter is registering during late registration 

 

3. If the voter is registering on Election Day   

 

Poll-workers should not request proof of residence from any other voter.   

 

When a registrant presents a valid form of proof of residence, the poll-worker must view that 

proof and record the type (i.e. license, tax bill. etc…).  Any unique number such as a customer 

number or a license number must be recorded on the bottom of the application form.  The 

registrant’s name, address, and type of proof of residence must then be recorded on the 

handwritten supplemental poll list, and then the registrant will be issued a voter number and 

ballot like every other voter once they get in line again at the voting table.   

 

The following constitute acceptable proof of residence as long as the document contains the 

voter’s current and complete name, and current and complete residential address: 

 

1. A current and valid Wisconsin State Driver’s License. 

 

2. A current and valid Wisconsin DOT-issued ID card. 

 

3. Any other official identification card or license issued by a Wisconsin governmental 

body or unit. 

 

4. Any identification card issued by an employer in the normal course of business and 

bearing a photo of the card holder.  This does not include a business card.  

 

5. A real estate tax bill or receipt for the current year or the year preceding the date of 

election. 

 

6. A residential lease which is effective for a period that includes Election Day.  This is 

not for first-time voters registering by mail.   
 

7. A university, college or technical institute fee card which includes a photo. 

 

8. A university, college or technical institute ID card which includes a photo. 

 

9. A gas, electric, or telephone utility bill for the period beginning no more than 90 days 

before Election Day. 
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10.  A bank statement. 

 

11.  A paycheck. 

 

12.  A check or other document issued by a unit of government. 

 

13.  A corroborating witness. 

 

Any voter required to provide proof of residence at the polling place may use a corroborating 

witness if they are unable to provide proof of residence.  The corroborating witness must be a 

qualified voter of the municipality (but does not have to be registered to vote in that 

municipality) and must provide actual proof of residence even though they may already be on the 

poll list.  Being on the poll list is not considered to be proof of residence.  The corroborator must 

then sign the voter registration application.   

 

 

Corroborating Witness 

 

The procedure for using a corroborator is as follows: 

 

1. The corroborator provides an acceptable form of proof of residence. 

 

2. The poll-worker records the type of proof of residence and any unique number 

associated with it on the registrant’s Voter Registration Application. 

 

3. The registrant’s name and address is recorded on the handwritten supplemental poll 

list.   

 

4. The poll-worker records the name, address and type of proof of residence provided by 

the corroborator in the “Notes” section next to the registrant’s name.  Any unique 

number, such as a license number, associated with the proof of residence provided by 

the corroborator should not be recorded here on the supplemental poll list (as opposed 

to the registration form) because the poll list is public record and the registration form 

is not.  The privacy of the voter and the corroborator must be protected.  

 

5. Once the corroborator’s entire information has been recorded, the registrant is issued 

a ballot like any other voter.   

 

If a registrant cannot provide proof of residence and does not have a corroborator, the 

individual CANNOT register or vote. 

 

Tip:  Election Observers should pay a lot of attention to any situation where a corroborator is 

used, especially if a series of voters uses the same corroborator or provides the same 

address, as is often the case when homeless people come to the polls to register.  It is 
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important to listen carefully to the discussions and comments made around the registration 

table in order to catch these situations.   

 

 

 

VOTING 

 

Providing the correct ballot to the voter and enabling them to mark it privately and independently 

are two of the most important tasks for poll-workers on Election Day.  It is essential that Election 

Observers are familiar with the correct procedure for issuing ballots and facilitating voting. 

 

 

THE VOTING PROCESS 

 

When a registered voter or an Election Day registrant appears at the voting table: 

 

1. The voter announces their name and address to the poll-workers maintaining the poll 

lists.  They are not required to show ID.  The poll-worker is NEVER allowed to 

state the voter’s name and address for them.  They ARE, however, allowed to 

repeat the information back to each other in the course of maintaining the poll 

lists and so that the Election Observer may hear. 

 

2. A voter number is assigned to each voter beginning sequentially with the number “1”, 

and it is recorded simultaneously on the two identical poll lists that are prepared by 

two different poll-workers.  There are several different methods used by different 

municipalities across the state for tracking this voter number.  Some give the voters a 

voter slip with the assigned voter number; some use a check-off sheet with a list of 

numbers; and some may use a different method.  There is no right or wrong way as 

long as the voter numbers are accurately assigned. 

 

3. Once the voter number has been recorded, the voter is given the correct ballot which 

is then initialed by two poll-workers.   

 

Tip:  To prevent the possibility of fraud, it is important to make sure that un-voted ballots are 

kept where voters don’t have access to them and to watch for poll-workers initialing ballots 

in advance. 

 

4. The voter is directed to the voting area where they will mark their ballot.  They may 

take minor children or a person who will be providing assistance in marking the 

voter’s ballot into the voting booth.  If receiving assistance, the name and address 

of the person providing assistance must be recorded on the poll lists.  If the voter 

is assisted, the poll-worker announces the assisted vote and offers the 

opportunity for a challenge prior to receiving the vote. 

 

5. If the voter requests another ballot for any reason, the first ballot must be returned to 

the poll-workers and immediately destroyed.  The pieces of the destroyed ballot are 
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kept in an envelope to be returned to the municipal clerk with the other election 

materials.  Up to three ballots may be issued to a voter.  According to Wisconsin 

statutes, each voter is given no more than five minutes to vote, however 

appropriate discretion may be used based on each voter’s needs and the 

complexity of the ballot. 

 

6. The voter should then leave the polling place unless they intend to stay as an 

observer. 

 

 

Election Observers 

 

Election Observers should be seated or standing more than six but less than twelve feet away 

from the voting table as space permits.  If an observer is unable to hear the voter’s name and 

address when it is announced, they may ask the Chief Inspector that it be repeated by the poll-

workers.   

 

 

Maintaining Poll Lists 

 

Two sets of pre-printed and supplemental poll lists are maintained in exactly the same way.  The 

poll lists are maintained at the voting table (or check-in table).  The preprinted poll lists also have 

information on them that helps the poll-workers do their job.  For example, in addition to the 

notation that ID (meaning proof of residence) is required for a first-time voter who has registered 

by mail or through a third party, a pre-printed poll list may also indicate an absentee notation 

next to the voter’s name.  This notation indicates that an absentee ballot was requested by this 

voter.  It doesn’t necessarily mean that the absentee ballot was actually mailed in.  That notation 

is marked on the list as absentee ballots are processed.   

 

Tip:  Under no circumstances should a poll list ever be split in half so that one person works on 

maintaining the first half of the alphabet and the other person maintains the last half.  The 

entire poll list is simultaneously maintained by each individual poll-worker.  In busy 

polling locations, the poll list may be split into alphabetical sections as long as there are 

two copies maintained for each alphabetical section by two sets of poll workers each.     

 

It is important for observers to understand this process because they have the right to view the 

poll list (except for the confidential portion) during the day, as long as they are not disrupting 

voting.  Election Observers may NOT handle the list, however, and must maintain their six foot 

distance.   

 

Tip:  If there is reason to believe that the person who just came to vote is not a legal voter, you 

should challenge him.  If a person approaches the voting table after a suspicious encounter 

at the same-day registration table, then you can get the name and voter number of that 

person by viewing the poll list. The names of voters who may be voting illegally should be 

noted and potentially reported to the HOTLINE NUMBER and a challenge should be 
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initiated.  This includes the names of persons who clearly look like they have been bussed 

into the area.   

 

Other notations are made on the poll lists as follows: 

 

1. “Absentee” is pre-printed on the poll list to indicate that the voter has requested an 

absentee ballot.  It is also marked next to the name of a voter who actually voted 

absentee, after that ballot has been processed.  

 

2. “ID required” is pre-printed on the poll list for a first-time voter who registered by 

mail and didn’t provide the proper proof of residence. 

 

The notation “ID required” does NOT mean that the voter must provide photo ID.  

This notation indicates that the voter must provide an “Identifying Document” that 

establishes proof of residence.  If they cannot provide proof of residence and cannot 

re-register using a corroborating witness, they may vote provisionally.  This is only 

one of two cases where a voter may vote provisionally. 

 

3. “Provisional” is marked, along with a sequential provisional number and “Section 

6.97”, and the indication as to whether either a Driver’s License or proof of residence 

is required when the voter returns to the municipal clerk’s office the following day.   

“Section 6.97” is also marked on the back of the ballot.  

 

4. “Challenged” is marked, along with “Section 6.95” and two words explaining the 

reason for the challenge. 

 

5. “Assisted” is marked, along with the full name and address of the person providing 

the assistance. 

 

6. “Ballot Received at Door” is marked for a voter who receives their ballot at the 

polling place entrance because they are unwilling or unable to enter. 

 

7. “Section 6.96” is indicated when recording a voter who votes after the polls close 

pursuant to a court order.  If the Chief Election Inspector is informed that a court 

has issued an order extending the hours that the polling place is open beyond 8:00 

p.m., a voter entering the polling place after that time will have their ballot marked 

with this notation.  This enables ballots cast after the polls closed pursuant to the 

court order to be removed from the count in the event that the court order is then set 

aside. 

 

Tip:  If an Election Observer hears through the grapevine that the polling place may be kept 

open after 8:00 p.m., they should call the HOTLINE NUMBER immediately. 

 

8. “Presidential only” is indicated when a new Wisconsin resident – someone who has 

lived in the state less than 10 days – wishes to vote for president.  This voter will have 

completed the Application for Presidential Ballot instead of the Voter Registration 
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Application.  This voter must provide proof of residence of the same type as any other 

resident, which should be recorded on the handwritten supplemental poll list.  

 

Tip:  Allowing a person who has lived in the state less than 10 days to register to vote is an open 

opportunity for fraud.  In one major metropolitan area, political workers came in from 

other states and all stayed at the same address.  They used a fraudulent residential lease to 

prove that they were residents of the city.  They were only allowed to vote for President and 

Vice President.  After the election, they left the city and returned to their home states.  

Ideally, new residents to the state should only be allowed to vote absentee in the state from 

which they moved. 

 

 

Processing Absentee Ballots 

 

On Election Day, the municipal clerk delivers absentee ballots to the polling place or to an 

alternate absentee canvassing site.  These ballots will have been checked for the correct 

completion of the Absentee Certificate Envelope (pg 61) at the municipal clerk’s office prior to 

Election Day.  All absentee ballots must be processed in the same room that the votes are 

cast or at an alternate canvassing location, so that any interested observer is able to hear 

the public announcement of the names of the absentee voters.  This is one of the reasons 

observers should be assigned to sit at alternate canvassing locations.   

 

Tip:  The counting of absentee ballots is a very important process for an observer to pay 

attention to especially since there is temptation for a busy poll-worker to feel that it is not 

important or too time-consuming to announce the names for observers to hear. 

 

If poll-workers have reliable proof that a voter has died, that absentee ballot should be 

rejected and should be reported to the HOTLINE immediately.   

 

Tip:  In one city, a man whose wife had died well before the election and before requests for 

absentee ballots were being accepted, requested two absentee ballots and then proceeded 

to fill out a ballot for his dead wife, casting “her” vote in the way he knew she would have 

wanted.  This fraudulent vote was only prevented because an alert poll-worker heard the 

woman’s name called out loud.  She stopped the ballot from being accepted because she 

was a neighbor of the couple and had been to the woman’s funeral.   

 

Procedure  

 

1. Poll-workers must announce the name of each absentee voter. 

 

2. The poll-worker inspects the Absentee Certificate Envelope to make sure it has been 

properly executed and that the absentee voter is a qualified voter of the ward who has 

not already voted in the election.  It must also have the signature of one adult U.S. 

citizen as a witness.  They will enter an indication on the poll list that the voter has 

voted absentee. 
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If a voter who originally voted absentee comes to the polls to vote on Election Day 

because they have changed their mind or because they have forgotten that they have 

actually voted absentee, and their ballot has not already been processed, they 

would be allowed to vote at that time and their original ballot would be rejected.  If 

the municipality uses a central canvassing location, the voter must go to that location 

and pick up their absentee ballot, assuming it has not been processed.  They must then 

bring their ballot back to the polling location and turn it in to the poll-workers.  

Absentee ballots may be processed throughout the day as time permits.   

 

3. Acceptable ballot Certificate Envelopes will then be opened by a poll-worker so as 

not to destroy the certification. 

 

4. They will take out the ballot and deposit it into the proper ballot box or voting 

machine. 

 

5. The used Certificate Envelopes of absentee voters who have cast ballots will be put in 

the proper carrier envelope and returned to the municipal clerk after the polls have 

closed.  In the event of a recount, the county clerk or appropriate municipal clerk will 

return this envelope to the board of canvassers responsible for conducting the recount.  

 

6. Rejected ballots of absentee voters are kept in their original unopened Certificate 

Envelopes and returned to the municipal clerk in the proper carrier envelope.  They 

may not be counted, and the names of the voters may not be entered on the poll list or 

assigned a voter number.  Each ballot should be numbered sequentially and the reason 

for the rejection should be listed on the back of the certificate envelope, and on the 

Inspectors’ Statement.   

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION 

 

The name of a person who registers at the municipal clerk’s office after the close of open 

registration, but prior to 5 p.m. on the day before Election Day, should appear on the Pre-printed 

Supplemental Poll List.  The close of registration is the third Wednesday before the election.  

They are issued a Certificate of Registration (pg 54) which identifies them as being properly 

registered.   

 

If a late registrant fails to present their Certificate of Registration but their name appears on one 

or the other supplemental list, they are allowed to vote.  If they do not have their Certificate and 

their name does not appear on the supplemental list, a poll-worker should attempt to contact the 

municipal clerk and determine if the clerk has a record of the voter’s registration.  If there is not 

a record in the clerk’s office, then the voter must complete another Voter Registration 

Application and provide proof of residence before being allowed to vote. 
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CONFIDENTIAL VOTERS 

 

Voters who are victims of domestic abuse, sexual assault or stalking have the option to be listed 

confidentially on poll lists.  If your municipality has confidential voters, they will be indicated in 

the “Confidential” section of the pre-printed poll list.  This section appears at the back of the poll 

list.  It is NOT open to public inspection. 

 

 The voter will present a voter identification card with a unique identification serial number 

given to them by the municipal clerk, instead of announcing their name at the polling place.  

They will then be assigned the next voter number, issued a ballot and allowed to vote like any 

other voter.   

 

The address of the protected individual is not disclosed on the confidential portion of the poll 

list, however the municipal clerk may, upon request, disclose the existence of the list, the number 

of voters whose names appear on the list, and the number of those voters who have voted at any 

point in the proceedings.   

 

Tip:  Election Observers may want to ask to see this information.  If there seems to be a large 

number of confidential voters, it might be because there are people voting who should be 

announcing their names out loud.  If this seems to be the case, call the HOTLINE 

NUMBER. 

 

 

PROVISIONAL VOTING 

 

Provisional voting happens infrequently, but it is important to know the process.  In Wisconsin, 

provisional voting is ONLY used in two situations:  the first-time voter who has registered by 

mail or with a non-deputized third party like a community organizing group, and who has not 

enclosed the proper proof of residence along with their application; or the voter who registers on 

Election Day and has a Wisconsin Driver’s License, but is unwilling or unable to provide that 

number.   

 

The board of canvassers uses the Wisconsin Driver’s License or DOT-issued Wisconsin State ID 

numbers to determine, after the election is over, whether the voter has also cast another vote in 

the same election.  This is why these specific serial numbers must be used if a voter has been 

issued one. 

 

Tip:  Sometimes the fact that a voter has a Wisconsin Driver’s License that is not with them just 

gets mentioned in the normal course of discussion with the poll-workers.  This is one of the 

reasons why it is important for Election Observers to be near the registration table and to 

be listening to all conversations – to prevent voters from registering if they have a license 

but are asking to use another form of ID.  Please remember that if a person HAS a 

Wisconsin Driver’s License, it is the number that MUST be used on the registration form.  If 

they do not have a Driver’s License but have been issued a Wisconsin State ID, they may 

then use that number.  If the voter has never been issued either of the two, they may THEN 
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AND ONLY THEN, use the last four digits of their Social Security number.  This 

information is listed on the back of the registration form itself under section two (2).  
 

A person who votes provisionally has their ballot set aside.  They must return either that night 

before the polls close at 8 p.m., or to their municipal clerk’s office by 4:00 p.m. on the day 

following the election with the proper proof of residence, or with their Wisconsin Driver’s 

License number or State ID number in order for their vote to count.   

 

Tip:  It may be more practical for the voter to just return home and come back to the polling 

place later that day with the correct information than to vote provisionally.  Expect to see 

provisional voting used as an alternative to standing in long lines at the polls for a second 

time.  

 

1. If a person is a first-time voter who registered by mail who has failed to provide the 

required proof of residence along with the registration form in their envelope, they 

may vote provisionally: 

 

a. The pre-printed poll lists will contain the notation “ID Required” to identify 

them.  This does not mean they must show ID.  They must show proof of 

residence before being allowed to vote. 

 

b. If a person fails to provide the required proof of residence and cannot register 

at the polling place by using a corroborator to attest to their residency, they 

may vote provisionally. 

 

c. In the case of a first-time voter who voted absentee, the returned absentee 

ballot will be treated as provisional if no proof of residence has been included 

in the Absentee Certificate Envelope. 

 

2. If a person who registers on Election Day has a Wisconsin Driver’s License but is 

unwilling or unable to provide the number, they may only vote provisionally. 

  

a. Individuals who have a Wisconsin Driver’s License or Wisconsin State ID 

card may NOT use the last four (4) digits of their Social Security number to 

register. 

 

b. Voters may vote provisionally providing that the license number is the only 

missing registration element.  If a voter is also missing required proof of 

residence or corroboration, then they may NOT register or vote. 

 

There is NO other situation in which provisional voting should be used.  Provisional ballots 

are NOT given when a voter is at the wrong polling place.  If a voter appears at the wrong 

polling place, they need to be directed to the proper location.  Provisional ballots are also 

NOT given when a person is attempting to register in person at the polling place and does 

not provide the required proof of residence or cannot use a corroborator. 
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Every provisional voter must complete a Provisional Ballot Certificate Envelope (pg 62) which 

is then reviewed and signed by a poll-worker.  A provisional voter number is issued, which is 

recorded on either the regular or handwritten poll list.  It is also recorded on the back of the 

ballot and on the envelope.  The voter casts their ballot and then seals it in the certificate 

envelope. “Section 6.97” is marked on the back of the ballot, on the Provisional Ballot 

Certificate and on the poll list next to the provisional voter number they have been assigned.  The 

voter is then given a notice that they must appear at the clerk’s office with the proper 

identification or proof of residence before 4:00 p.m. the next day.   

 

It is interesting to note that because a voter number is recorded both on the ballot and on the 

envelope that contains the voter’s information, it IS possible to connect a voter with a ballot.  If a 

voter wishes to remain truly anonymous, they should not vote provisionally.   

 

 

ASSISTING VOTERS 

 

All voters have a right to receive assistance marking their ballots if they cannot read or write or 

have a disability that prevents them from reading or marking the ballot.  A voter may select 

anyone to provide assistance in marking their ballot other than the voter’s employer or an officer 

or agent of a labor organization which represents the voter.  A poll-worker can, and should, 

provide assistance if requested.  Voters who inform the poll-workers of their inability to read or 

write; their difficulty reading, writing or understanding English; or their inability to mark a ballot 

because of a physical disability, must be informed of the right to have assistance.  

 

If a voter tells a poll-worker that they need assistance marking their ballot: 

 

1. The voter is given a voter number and issued a ballot. 

 

2. The name and address of the person assisting the voter is recorded on the poll list.  

The person assisting the voter does not have to be a qualified voter in the 

municipality. 

 

3. The person who assists the voter must certify on the back of the ballot that it was 

marked with their assistance before depositing it in the ballot box. 

 

4. Among those who may assist the voter are: 

 

a. A poll-worker – to give instructions prior to voting; to aid the voter 

physically; or to aid the voter if they cannot read or write, or mark the ballot 

or work the machine 

 

b. An interpreter 

 

c. A person to handle materials if the voter is incapacitated 

 

d. A child or grandchild 
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5. The following people MAY NOT assist the voter: 

 

a. Their employer or an agent of their employer  

 

b. A union officer or agent that represents the voter  

 

Tip:  It is especially important for Observers to pay very close attention to anyone who is voting 

with assistance.  This is one of the key areas where fraud can occur.  Over time there have 

been many examples of voters being coerced into voting a certain way because of offers of 

money or cigarettes, etc.  In addition, there have been records of outside assisters who 

bring in a busload of people and who then “help” the voters fill out their ballots.  Pay 

attention to community organizers who may bring large groups of voters to the polls.  

While voters may choose to have other people assist them in voting, (except for the 

exclusions listed above), there may be an opportunity for coerced voting in this situation.  

Discreetly bring this to the attention of the Chief Inspector, who may wish to have a poll-

worker substitute for the community organizer.  If this practice does not cease, call the 

HOTLINE NUMBER immediately for assistance. 
 

6. Voting materials may be taken into the booth in order to assist in voting. 

 

7. The voter’s name is announced as an assisted vote to offer the opportunity for anyone 

to challenge it. 

 

It is important to remember that each voter is given a five minute time limit and up to three 

ballots in order to complete the voting process.   

 

 

CURBSIDE VOTING 

 

A disabled voter who is unable to enter the polling place may choose to receive a ballot from two 

poll-workers at the entrance to the building.  The voter may receive help in marking the ballot, if 

needed, from a poll-worker or from any other person of the voter’s choice.  Someone must 

stand in line for the voter and ask that they receive their ballot at curbside when their turn 

comes to vote. 

 

The procedure for curbside voting is: 

 

1. The poll-workers announce in the polling place, “The voter (state the voter’s name), 

who is unable to enter this room has asked to receive a curbside ballot”.   

 

2. If no objection is made, the voter is issued a voter number which is recorded on the 

poll lists.  (If an objection is made, see “Challenging a Voter”). 

 

3. Two poll-workers will issue and accompany the ballot to the curb once the voter’s 

turn comes to vote. 
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4. When the voter has completed the ballot, the poll-workers return to the polling place 

and announce, “We have a ballot offered by (state the voter’s name), a voter unable 

to enter this room.” 

 

5. The ballot or ballots are deposited in the appropriate ballot boxes or tabulating 

equipment. 

 

6. A notation “ballot received at door” is made beside the name of the voter on the poll 

list.  If assistance was provided to the voter, “assisted” is also noted along with the 

name and address of the person providing assistance, and this information will be 

certified to on the back of the ballot itself. 

 

7. This incident will also be recorded on the Inspectors’ Statement.   

 

Tip:  Observers, if they are able, should pay close attention to all stages of this process. Any 

activity that takes place outside the polling place itself should be documented in detail in 

your notebook. 

 

 

 

CHALLENGING VOTERS 

 

When there is reason to believe that a voter does not meet the qualifications to vote, they may be 

challenged.  Reasons for a challenge may include age, residency, citizenship, or disqualification 

from voting (attempting to vote as a felon or parolee).   Challenges happen rarely, but it is 

important for Election Observers to understand the process and to remember that they must be 

sure of any situation they decide to challenge.  If a poll-worker believes that an observer is 

abusing the challenge process, they may be asked to leave the polling place.     

 

1. Any challenge must be brought BEFORE a ballot is issued.   
 

2. Challenges may be brought by any qualified voter of the state including a poll-worker 

or Election Observer. 

 

3. All challenges must be made for reasonable cause as outlined on the Challenge 

Documentation form (pg 63-65).  This form lists the procedures to follow and 

questions used to establish the challenge.  All challenges are recorded on the 

Inspectors’ Statement.    

 

A challenge is unacceptable when it has been made because that voter is thought to be incapable 

of understanding the objective of the voting process.  This cannot be determined at the polls.  

Only a court can disqualify a voter on this basis.  In addition, any challenge based on an 

individual’s appearance, speech, or inability to speak English is also unacceptable.   
 

It is important that you remember to call the HOTLINE NUMBER when you decide to 

issue a challenge. 
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Challenge Procedure 

 

1. When a challenge is made, the challenger is placed under oath and asked to make a 

sworn statement giving the reasons for the challenge. 

 

2. The challenger gives the reason for the challenge to the Chief Election Inspector who 

uses the questions on the challenge documentation form.  The questions posed to the 

challenging voter regarding the challenged voter are: 

 

a. Are they a citizen of the United States? 

b. Are they at least 18 years old? 

c. Are they a resident of the election district for at least 10 days? 

d. Are they a felon who has not been restored to his/her civil rights? 

e. Have they been judged incompetent? 

f. Have they made a bet or wager on this election? 

g. Have they voted previously in this election? 

 

3. After the challenge has been made and the oath to the challenger has been sworn, the 

challenged voter is then placed under oath and asked to make a sworn statement in 

response.  If the challenged voter refuses to make a statement under oath, they 

will not be given a ballot or permitted to vote. 

 

4. Once the challenged voter has responded, the challenging voter is given the 

opportunity to withdraw their challenge.  If the challenge is then withdrawn, a ballot 

is issued to the challenged voter without any markings.  A notation is then made in 

the Inspectors’ Statement regarding the incident and no further marks are made on the 

poll lists. 

 

5. If the challenge is not withdrawn, the Chief Inspector administers the “Oath of 

Eligibility” to the challenged voter.  Once the oath has been made by the voter and 

the questions are answered to the Chief Inspector’s satisfaction, a ballot is issued with 

the voter number and “Section 6.95” marked on the back of the ballot. 

 

6. Once the challenged voter has marked the ballot, they place it into the ballot box or 

tabulating equipment. 

 

7. All Challenge Documentation Forms (pg 63-65) are completed and attached to the 

Inspectors’ Statement. 

 

8. A notation “Challenged” along with “Section 6.95”, and the reason for the challenge 

is made on the poll lists and the appropriate sections of the Inspectors’ Statement are 

completed by the Chief Election Inspector. 

 

Any observer, including a poll-worker, can challenge an absentee voter’s ballot just as if 

the voter were voting in person.  The procedures for challenging an absentee voter’s ballot 

are the same.  The voter is not, however, notified of this challenge.  His ballot is counted but 
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a notation is made that this was a challenged ballot on the back of the ballot and on the 

Inspectors’ Statement in the event a recount is required. 

 

 

 

AFTER THE POLLS CLOSE 
 

 

CLOSING THE POLLS 

 

This section is especially important for those observers who will be taking the last shift of the 

day or who are at an alternate canvassing location. 

 

Closing time is 8:00 p.m. throughout the State of Wisconsin; however voters in line at the time 

the polls close must be allowed to vote.  The Chief Inspector should have designated an official 

of the municipality to stand at the end of the line of people waiting to vote when the polls close 

at 8:00 p.m.  This official may be a poll-worker, SRD, employee of the clerk, or police officer.  

This person must not be an Election Observer.  Anyone coming to the polls AFTER 8:00 p.m. 

will not be allowed to vote unless the polls are kept open pursuant to a court order.  The 

observer should note the last person in line by writing down a description of the person.  

The observer should contact the HOTLINE NUMBER if voters are allowed to enter the 

line after the last person is designated at 8:00 p.m. 

 

 

To officially close the polling place: 

 

1. The Chief Election Inspector officially announces the closing of the polls by saying:  

“Hear Ye! Hear Ye!  The polls of this election are now closed.” 

 

2. The End of Line Officer stands behind the last voter in line at 8:00 p.m. so as to 

clearly identify who is entitled to vote. 

 

3. Once all the voters have cast their ballots, the polling place remains open to the public 

for observation, and the process of reconciling voter lists, counting ballots and 

completing the required forms begins. 

 

4. The doors of the polling place MUST NOT be locked. 

 

5. If the Chief Inspector is informed that a court has issued an order extending the hours 

that the polling place is open beyond 8:00 p.m., a voter entering the polling place 

after that time will have their ballot marked with the notation “Section 6.96”.  The 

poll-workers should then make the same notation on the poll list next to the voter’s 

name.  This enables ballots cast after the polls close pursuant to a court order to be 

removed from the count if that court order is set aside.  
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Anyone, including a candidate, Election Observer or attorney for a political party, has the right to 

observe the end of the night activities, such as the reconciling of poll lists, the counting of 

ballots, and the completing of forms.  An election official’s day is not finished until the 

paperwork is complete and the forms and reports are filled out that document Election Day and 

determine the results of the election. 

 

 

DOCUMENTING ELECTION DAY 

 

Tip:  It is important for Election Observers to know that everything that is done while 

documenting Election Day is also written on the Chief Election Inspector’s “Inspectors’ 

Statement” (pg 57-58).  Throughout the day anything out of the ordinary should have been 

recorded on the Inspector’s Statement as well.  You should pay attention to the 

documenting of these unusual incidents and should ask the Chief Inspector if you may 

review the form.  Ask for it after the polls have closed, not during the day.  Don’t interrupt 

the Chief Inspector and the poll-workers as they are working.  Once you are able to see the 

Inspectors’ Statement, compare it to the documentation you have kept in your own 

notebook. 

 

RECONCILING POLL LISTS  

 

After all voters have cast their ballots, the poll-workers must reconcile the poll lists to make sure 

that the lists contain identical information and notations.  If there are more than two lists, the 

comparisons have to agree for all of them. 

 

1. The voter numbers and notations are compared on the poll lists. 

 

2. The Handwritten Supplemental Poll Lists of new voters and voters casting a 

“Presidential Only” ballot are reconciled. 

 

3. The total number of Election Day voters, the number of absentee voters and the 

number of provisional voters are entered in the spaces provided on the certification 

page of the Inspectors’ Statement.  

 

4. The voter lists are signed by the Chief Inspector and all the poll-workers who 

maintained the lists. 

 

 

COUNTING BALLOTS 

 

While counting votes occurs after the polls close, the process of counting is a public activity.  

Any interested person, including a candidate, may be present and observe the counting as long as 

they do not interfere with the process.  Poll-workers must pay careful attention to the detail of 

counting votes and recording vote totals.   
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Tabulators aid the poll-workers in counting and tallying votes at the end of the night.  They are 

to assist and be under the direction of the poll-workers after the polls close.  There is no age or 

residency requirement for tabulators.  If there were people assigned as greeters during Election 

Day, they MAY NOT work as a tabulator.  High school students serving as poll-workers may 

participate in the counting. 

 

A more comprehensive discussion of the procedure for counting ballots is covered on pages 51-

62 of the Election Day Manual.  This discussion covers what happens in the event of 

discrepancies or disagreements over ballots or the actual count, and tells how to count ballots for 

various offices.  If you have questions, ask the Chief Election Inspector if you may see their copy 

of this manual. 

 

 

Hand-counted Paper Ballots 

 

A brief discussion of the procedure for counting paper ballots is as follows: 

 

1. The ballot boxes will be opened one at a time and the ballots counted in each box to 

determine the total number.  The number of ballots should be equal to the number of 

voters including absentee voters. 

 

2. The votes are counted and recorded on two separate tally sheets.  The tally sheets are 

reconciled when the counting for each office is complete.   

 

a. State statutes don’t specify the way to count ballots. The Government 

Accountability Board suggests that one possible way is for one poll-worker to 

read each ballot while a second one observes and two other poll-workers mark 

the votes using hash marks on two identical tally sheets.  This process can be 

used for each office or separate ballot type.  Election Observers need to 

understand that each municipality is able to choose their own method. 

 

3. The results of the votes cast are announced at the polling place and all election 

materials are prepared for delivery to the municipal clerk. 

 

 

Counting Write-In Votes 

 

Determining the proper way to count write-in votes raises several questions and, as in counting 

all votes, it is important to remember that if the voter’s intent can be determined, the write-in 

vote must be counted to reflect that intent.  Another important point is that, in most cases, a 

write-in vote will take precedence over a vote for a person whose name is printed on the ballot 

for that office. 

 

Where optical scan voting systems are used, care is taken to ensure that write-in votes are 

counted when the voter fails to make a mark or connect the arrow next to the write-in line.  

Because the equipment will not pick up a write-in vote where the arrow is not connected or the 
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oval is not filled in, poll-workers must inspect each ballot to determine if a write-in vote has 

been cast.  They must also remember that all write-in votes cast for any person in the election 

must be listed on the tally sheet, regardless of whether or not the person is a registered write-in 

candidate.   

 

 

Optical Scan Ballots 

 

A brief discussion of the procedure for counting optical scan ballots is as follows: 

 

1. The tabulating unit is opened and any ballots from the auxiliary ballot box that 

weren’t entered into the tabulating unit are removed.  Ballots get put into the auxiliary 

ballot box because the equipment had trouble reading them for some reason, such as 

the markings were too light.  They are also put in there when the equipment goes 

down.  They are fed into the machine by hand.  An absentee ballot that gets rejected 

by the machine may be put there to wait until it can be examined and re-made.  

 

2. Write-in votes get kicked into the first slot and all regular ballots get kicked into the 

second slot or ballot box.   

 

3. Ballots that were rejected by the unit will be examined by two poll-workers to 

determine the cause for rejection.   

 

a. The poll-workers will make a duplicate ballot to correct the problem.  Original 

ballots will be numbered consecutively with “original rejected ballot #__ 

(beginning with #1).  The duplicate ballots made by the poll-workers will be 

numbered consecutively with “duplicate of rejected ballot #__ (beginning 

with #1). 

 

b. The duplicate ballot is entered into the machine.  The original ballot is 

preserved. 

 

c. Totals will then be printed before the write-in votes are tallied. 

 

4. All write-in ballots are removed from the write-in compartment. 

 

a. Write-in votes are tallied on duplicate tally sheets, but the ballots are not re-

entered into the optical scan unit because the rest of the ballot has already 

been counted. 

 

5. All the ballots from the main bin are examined for write-in votes that were not 

separated by the machine.  (There may be write-in votes where the voter didn’t make 

a mark or complete the arrow.  These must also be counted.) 

 

6. Once all ballots have been entered into the machine, the election results are printed 

out.  Poll-workers must print the report of the results before breaking any seal on the 
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electronic equipment and before the removal of the memory card from the voting 

station.  The Chief Inspector will record the serial number of all security seals on the 

Inspectors’ Statement or on a copy of the results tape secured and transmitted to the 

municipal clerk.  It is not necessary for Election Observers to document this 

information – it is just important for the observer to make sure it gets done. 

 

7. One copy of the report of the results, along with the memory cards, will be secured in 

a separate, sealed container or envelope by the Chief Election Inspector.  He/she and 

two additional poll-workers will sign their names across the seal of the secured 

envelope or container.  As an alternate procedure, the memory cards may remain 

sealed in the voting stations or units.  Some memory cards may be sealed before they 

are transmitted, while other municipalities may send in their results by modem.  Each 

municipality handles it in their own way.  The cards and results need to be sent in as 

early as possible.  Observers should check to see that all memory cards are sealed 

before leaving the polling place. 

 

8. Following the vote count, a poll-worker publicly announces the results for each 

candidate and all referenda.  The Chief Inspector or a poll-worker designated by them 

will report the results to the municipal and school district clerks. 

 

9. Voted ballots will be sealed in a separate ballot bag.  The bags containing the memory 

unit and the voted ballots will be returned to the municipal clerk. 

 

Tip:  During the day you might see poll-workers removing ballots from a ballot box that is too 

full.  Two poll-workers must announce that they are removing the ballots, and then placing 

them in a sealed ballot bag or box.  They may break the seal of that ballot bag or box at the 

end of the day to check for write-in votes. 

 

 

Direct Recording Electronic Voting Equipment (DRE)   

 

All votes, including write-in votes, are automatically tabulated by the DRE equipment.  

Depending on what type of technology is used, poll-workers need to merge the DRE results with 

the other results.  In most cases, the merging will be done manually, with either optical scan 

systems or ballots that were counted by hand.  The DRE results will be added to the Tally Sheet. 

 

If DRE equipment is used, the following procedure for counting and submitting vote totals will 

be used: 

 

1. In post-election mode, poll-workers will print the report of the results before breaking 

any seal on the electronic equipment and before the removal of the memory card from 

the voting station. 

 

2. The Chief Inspector will record the serial number of all security seals on the 

Inspectors’ Statement or on a copy of the results tape which will then be secured and 

transmitted to the municipal clerk.   
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3. One copy of the report of the results and the memory cards shall be secured in a 

separate, sealed container or envelope by the Chief Inspector.  He/she and two 

additional poll-workers will sign their names across the seal of the secured envelope 

or container.  As an alternate procedure, the memory cards may remain sealed in the 

voting stations or units. 

 

 

DETERMINING VOTER INTENT 

 

When counting votes at any election, voter intent is the controlling factor in determining if and 

how a vote should be counted.  When there is a question as to how a vote should be counted 

because it is not clearly marked as the instructions on the ballot indicate, the decision is made by 

a majority of the poll-workers.  Even though tabulators may be used to assist in counting, the 

decision on how to treat a questionable ballot is made only by the poll-workers.  This is why 

poll-workers from the dominant political parties must be equally represented.  One 

common example of when a determination of voter intent and the validity of a ballot must be 

made is when a voter has voted twice for the same office on the ballot.  The ballot should be 

treated as an over-vote for that office only.  All other offices on that ballot must be counted as 

the voter intended.  The fact that the over-vote was not counted for an office is noted on the 

Inspectors’ Statement.  Determining voter intent occurs mostly with hand-counted ballots instead 

of optical scan equipment, unless poll-workers are dealing with an absentee ballot that has to be 

re-made. 

 

 

RECONCILING TALLY SHEETS 

 

Tally sheets get reconciled (only during a hand-count situation) once all the counting is done the 

same way poll lists do.  Poll-workers will review and compare the two original Tally Sheets.  

They will review the election information checking that ward, municipality, date and type of 

election are listed correctly.  They will review the tally strokes making sure that there are five 

strokes in each filled-in box and that the written total is the same as the tally total.  Finally, they 

will review the certification to make sure the information is correct and that everyone who 

worked on the counting of ballots signed the form.  They will also check to make sure that all 

questions have been answered.   

 

 

COMPLETING FORMS 

 

Once ballots have been counted and the votes have been recorded on the appropriate tally sheets 

or totaled on the optical scanning equipment, election forms must be completed and all materials 

secured and routed to the appropriate clerk.   

The certificate envelopes for each type of carrier, envelope, or ballot bag must be signed, in all 

cases, by the Chief Election Inspector and two other poll-workers, one from each party if 

possible.  If not, it is just important for three poll-workers to sign them.  The certificates 

themselves provide good direction as to how ballots and materials are to be sealed.  Usually the 
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sealed ballot bags and election materials are taken in to the appropriate clerk or school board 

representative by a poll-worker, a police officer or sheriff, or someone from the Department of 

Public Works. 

 

1. Ballots that have been identified as damaged, defective, objected to or set aside, will 

be bundled separately and placed in the Original Ballots envelope. 

 

2. All voted ballots will be placed into the ballot bag or container and sealed properly.   

 

3. Rejected Absentee Certificate Envelopes should be placed in the brown carrier 

envelope.   

 

4. All opened Absentee Certificate Envelopes should be placed in the white carrier 

envelope.   

 

5. Provisional Ballot Certificate Envelopes should be placed inside the Provisional 

Ballot carrier envelope.   

 

 

INSPECTORS’ STATEMENT 

 

Other than the poll list, poll-workers must complete and certify additional forms that help to “tell 

the story” of an election.  The most important of these is the Inspectors’ Statement (pg 57-58).  It 

is the place where most of the events of the day are recorded, especially the anomalies that occur 

throughout Election Day.  The Chief Inspector, or a poll-worker designated by them, completes 

the certificate on the cover sheet of the Inspectors’ Statement listing several pieces of 

information, among them: 

 

1. The total number of voters indicated by the last voter number on the poll lists.  The 

last voter number should be equal to the number of absentee and in-person ballots 

cast. 

 

2. Number of absentee voters. 

 

3. Number of provisional voters.  Provisional votes are not counted until the day 

following the election if the voter brings the required documentation to the municipal 

clerk prior to 4:00 p.m. 

 

They also list all challenged, damaged, defective, objected to, and rejected ballots, as well as an 

estimate of the number of blank ballots and the seal numbers from the voting equipment.   

 

Tip:  It is important for you to try to determine the actual counts of these ballots and compare 

them to the voter count from the poll lists.  There may be some discrepancy in the count, but 

if the count is off significantly, you should document this in your notebook and make a call 

to the HOTLINE NUMBER.  You should also write this information down if you have been 
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concerned about something during the day or if something unusual happened such as a 

machine failure, etc. 

 

The Chief Inspector and two other poll-workers sign the completed certificate.  The completed 

certificate, the incident log and all challenge documentation forms are attached together to create 

the final Inspectors’ Statement.  Depending on how many unusual things occur during the day, 

the Inspectors’ Statement can be quite long. 

 

Once all forms are completed, certified, and the ballots sealed in the proper ballot bags, 

envelopes or containers, they are delivered to the municipal clerk.  Make sure that the seals are 

properly affixed.  It is especially important to make sure that someone does not come and take 

something out of the polling place without identifying themselves. 

 

 

 

Your day at the polls is now done.  It is important to remember to complete your 

documentation by using the Election Observer Questionnaire at the back of this manual.  

You should hang on to all your notes – if a recount is required or there are problems at a 

polling place or with an election in general, you will be called for that documentation.  It is 

great to be helpful and stay to put the polling place back in order and to help the poll-

workers close up, but your primary responsibility is as an Election Observer.  Be sure that 

before you close your notebook, your notes are clarified and they make sense to you.   

 

Thank you for your service in providing these important “checks and balances” during the 

election process. 

 

 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

 

 

The Chief Election Inspector has told me that the polling place may be kept open past 8:00 

p.m.  What should I do? 

 

Call the HOTLINE NUMBER now.  We often expect this legal effort because of the large 

crowd that tries to vote between 3:00 and 8:00 p.m.  Because it is time sensitive and serious, 

an immediate call is needed so that we can rebut the effort in the right court as soon as 

possible.   

 

Remember, the people at the polling place will have spent a long day.  The Chief Inspector 

needs to know how long his/her people need to work.  That is why they may hear of this 

effort first – from the clerk downtown or from someone else.   

 

You may be asked to provide a statement on the length of the lines or any other factors, like a 

bad machine, that may have contributed to a long line.  This statement may be in the form of 

a sworn affidavit.   
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Union or other community organizers are going into the voting booth with voters and helping 

them vote.  What should I do? 

 

Talk to the Chief Inspector and ask that this practice stop.  Many elderly or infirm voters 

need help getting to the booth and need help reading the ballot.  This should be done with a 

family member if possible.  Election Day staff can help with the vote as well and are a better 

solution than a union steward or community activist.   

 

It is the voter’s choice who they want, but the statutes prohibit it being “a voter’s employer or 

a representative of a labor organization to which the voter belongs.” 

 

 

Political activity is occurring.  What should I do? 

 

The first thing you need to realize is that any disagreement you are involved in on this 

subject might cost you your day at the polling place and our window into what is happening 

there.  Any argument might cause the Chief Inspector to call police and have all the Election 

Observers removed, just to be fair.  Any objection needs to be discreet and go through the 

Chief Election Inspector.  Ask them to ask the person to cease.  Document anything you feel 

is intimidating.  Call the municipal or county clerk if it continues.  If you think the conduct 

is intimidating no matter what the group’s affiliation, or if the activity does not cease, 

call the HOTLINE NUMBER.   Never talk to a voter at any point. 

 

Political activity may come in the form of a protest inside or outside, or more likely, a sticker 

on a coat or a yard sign too close to the polling place.  Use your judgment and be discreet.  

 

The intent of the law against political statements near a polling place is to prohibit 

intimidation.  A sticker on a lapel is probably not intimidating.  A union steward walking 

around the polling place shaking hands with the people in line all day might be.  

 

 

People are being turned away from the polls based on their residence.  What should I do? 

 

Some people only vote every four years.  2001 saw a redistricting effort that moved districts 

around and cut and spliced wards.  Polling places move occasionally.  It is likely that many 

voters will show up at the wrong polling place on Election Day.  

 

Poll-workers should instruct the voter to look at the ward maps and polling place locations.  

They should be told by the poll-worker staff to go to the correct address of the polling place 

of the ward in which they live.  They may have to register anew in that ward if they have 

moved recently.  As long as they have lived ten days in that ward, there should be no 

problem.  If they have lived there less than ten days, and they have moved here from out of 

state, they may ONLY vote for President and Vice President. 
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Voters should never be allowed to vote at the wrong polling place.  Most likely, this 

problem will arise late in the day when someone is dropped off by an organized group on a 

bus.  Pressure will be on the poll-worker at that point to accept a ballot.  A policy declaration 

beforehand by the Chief Election Inspector and an alert Election Observer will help keep this 

to a minimum.  If there is a practice or declaration that the polling place will accept non-

resident votes, call the HOTLINE NUMBER.   Document any voters like this and 

report what was done with the ballot. 
 

 

On Election Day they are registering people without showing proof of residency.  What should 

I do? 

 

This could be a real problem with all the new registrants in any important election.  Everyone 

must have an ID when they register, in addition to providing proof of residency.  Fortunately, 

most voters are already registered so they don’t need to go through this step.   

 

This problem occurs at the new registration table at the polling place.  There are several 

forms of proof of residency that can be shown, including a utility bill or other formal 

document that is intended to prove residence in that ward.  If a person is registering without 

that, they can use another qualified elector from that same municipality to affirm their 

residence.  This is understandably tricky, as this corroborator from the same municipality 

may be in another line away from the new registration table, trying to vote. 

 

This is a problem of attention to detail.  Every new registrant needs one of three forms of ID 

– a Wisconsin Driver’s License, a Wisconsin State ID, or the last four digits of their Social 

Security number.  In addition, they need to provide proof of residency.  If you see sloppy 

attention to detail, tell the Chief Election Inspector and call the HOTLINE NUMBER.  

Take names of those that provide no ID, even if they are then categorized as provisional 

voters. 

 

 

A voting machine broke or we ran out of ballots.  What should I do? 

 

You need to call the HOTLINE NUMBER because lines at the polling place may back up 

and cause other problems.  If a voting machine broke, those ballots would be put in the 

auxiliary bin for review once the polls close.  Some communities have backup machines.  

Photocopied ballots may also work and they would also be put in the auxiliary bin, although 

this may trigger a hand count which could take much longer. 

 

All this needs to be documented in great detail.  You are creating a record that may be useful 

in court someday soon.  Include the time of the problem, the nature of the problem and the 

response to it.  If it is a bad machine, note the number of ballots it has read. 

 

Additionally, all kinds of things may go wrong, i.e. the electricity may go out or there may be 

problems with the building.  All these things may implicate the conduct of the vote at that 

polling place on that day and need to be reported to the Chief Inspector immediately.  Again, 
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document these events in detail.  And remember the ballots – the ones that have been 

cast and the unused ballots sitting on the tables.  You may need to call police to protect 

the integrity of the ballots in both cases.   

 

 

 

 

Glossary 
 

A 

 

Absentee Ballot:  a ballot cast by a registered voter who is unable or unwilling to appear at the 

polling place on Election Day.  An absentee ballot application or a written request with all 

required information must be received by the clerk before issuing an absentee ballot.  The ballot 

must be returned by Election Day with the certification properly completed in order to be 

counted. 

 

Adjudicated Incompetent:  refers to an individual who is disqualified from voting due to a 

court ruling that they are incapable of understanding the objective of the elective process.  No 

individual may be denied the right to register or to vote on the basis of incompetence unless they 

have been adjudicated incompetent by a court. 

 

B 

 

Ballot Box:  refers to the container or box in which voters place their voted ballots in wards that 

use paper ballots.  The ballot box must be secured by lock or numbered seal. 

 

Ballot Marking Device:  any technology that allows voters with disabilities and other special 

needs to mark a ballot privately and independently, but that does not tabulate votes.  Currently, 

the only ballot marking devices approved for use in Wisconsin are the AutoMARK and the Vote- 

PAD. 

 

C 

 

Canvass:  to examine the Election Day records for completeness and accuracy, and make an 

official determination and certification of the outcome of the election. 

 

Central Count:  a voting system that tabulates ballots from multiple reporting units or 

municipalities at a central location.  Voted ballots are secured in ballot containers at the polling 

place.  Secured ballots are then transported to the central counting location for tabulation. 

 

Challenged Ballot:  a ballot that has been challenged by another qualified voter.  When the 

challenged voter has also taken the “Oath of Eligibility,” his ballot is then accepted and marked 

with the words “Section 6.95.” 
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Chief Election Inspector (also called a Chief Election Inspector or Chief Inspector):  one of 

the poll-workers at each polling place who directs the conduct of activities assigned to the other 

poll-workers.  In Wisconsin, every polling place is required to have a Chief Inspector that has 

been appointed by the municipal clerk (or Board of Election Commissioners) and has been 

certified as a Chief Inspector by the Elections Division. 

 

Confidential Voter:  a voter who is a victim of domestic abuse, sexual assault or stalking and 

who has made a written request to the municipal clerk to have his/her personal information 

segregated from the poll list that is available for public inspection. 

 

Corroborating Witness:  a qualified voter of the municipality who can corroborate the 

residency of another voter when that voter is unable to provide the required identifying document 

showing proof of residence.  The corroborator must show their own proof of residence as a 

qualified voter of that municipality and sign the Voter Registration Application of the other 

voter, but the corroborator is not required to be a registered voter. 

 

D 

 

Deceased List:  a list generated by the Wisconsin Department of Health and Family Services 

that lists all recorded deaths in Wisconsin counties for a specific period of time.  This is a 

confidential list that is used by municipal clerks to cross-check data currently in the SVRS 

(Statewide Voter Registration System) and identifies voters that are become deceased and need 

to be cancelled from the SVRS system. 

 

Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) Voting Equipment:  a voting system that records votes by 

means of an electronic display that can be activated by the voter; that processes voter selections 

by means of a computer program; and that records the processed voting data in memory 

components. 

 

E 

 

Election Day Registration (Same Day Registration):  refers to the ability of voters to register 

at the polling place on Election Day.  People registering on Election Day must complete the 

Application for Voter Registration and provide proof of residence (or bring another voter to 

corroborate their residency). 

 

Election Inspector (also called a poll-worker):  an election official appointed by the governing 

body of the municipality who conducts elections under the supervision of the Chief Election 

Inspector (Chief Election Inspector) and the municipal clerk.  

 

Election Observer (also called a poll-watcher):  an individual who wishes to exercise his/her 

right to be present and observe the voting process at the polling place on Election Day or at other 

election locations. 
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Electioneering:  any activity intended to influence voting at an election.  Electioneering is 

prohibited on public property within 100 feet of any entrance to a building containing a polling 

place.  This does not apply to private property. 

 

End of Line Officer:  an official of the municipality (may be a poll-worker, special registration 

deputy, employee of the clerk, or police officer) designated by the municipal clerk to stand at the 

end of the line of individuals waiting to vote, if any, at the time the polls close at 8:00 p.m.  This 

person must be designated before Election Day.  While this practice was previously 

recommended by the Elections Division, it is now a statutory requirement. 

 

F 

 

First-time voter:  an individual who has not voted in Wisconsin. 

 

G 

 

General Election:  the election held in even-numbered years on the Tuesday after the first 

Monday in November to elect US Senators, Representatives in Congress, Presidents, State 

Senators, Representatives to the Assembly, District Attorneys, State Officers other than the 

State Superintendent and Judicial Officers, and County Officers other than Chief Inspectors and 

County Executives. 

 

H 

 

Help America Vote Act (HAVA):  the Help America Vote Act of 2002 establishes requirements 

for voting systems used in federal elections and contains key provisions on improving access to 

polling places and voting systems for persons with disabilities.  This law also requires a single, 

central list of voters under the control of the State (SVRS). 

 

I 

 

Ineligible Voter List:  a list generated by the Wisconsin Department of Corrections that 

identifies convicted felons currently on probation or parole who are ineligible to vote in an 

election.  This list is required to be at all polling places on Election Day to help poll-workers 

identify potential ineligible voters attempting to register at that time.   

 

ID Required:  a notation on the pre-printed poll list next to the name of a first-time voter who 

registered by mail, who must show an identifying document establishing proof of residence 

before casting their ballot.  The notation “ID Required” does NOT mean that a voter must 

provide photo ID.   

 

L 

 

Late Registration:  refers to voters who registered in the clerk’s office after the close of Open 

Registration - the third Wednesday before the election.  These voters are issued a Certificate of 
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Registration (EB-133) from the clerk that identifies them as being properly registered, and their 

names may appear on the pre-printed supplemental poll list.  However, if the names of late 

registrants do not make it on to the supplemental poll list, the registrant’s Certificate of 

Registration (EB-133) should suffice at the polling place. 

 

M 

 

Mail-In Registration:  voters may register to vote by mail.  The voter must complete a Voter 

Registration Application (EB-131) and mail the completed application to the municipal clerk’s 

office.  The application must be postmarked no later than the 20th day (third Wednesday) before 

the election. 

 

N 

 

November General Election: see General Election. 

 

O 

 

Optical Scan:  voting technology employing scanners where voters mark their choice by 

completing an arrow or filling in an oval.  The ballot can be immediately tabulated at the polling 

place, allowing for voters to be notified by the optical scanning equipment of voting errors such 

as voting for two different candidates for the same office. 

  

P 

 

Paper Ballot:  a ballot on which the voter indicates his/her voting preference by marking an (X) 

in the box next to the candidate or referendum question of his/her choosing.   Paper ballots are 

tabulated by hand, unless they are optical scan ballots. 

 

Partisan Primary: see September Primary. 

 

Poll List (also known as “Registration List”, “Voter List”, or “Poll Book”):  a list containing the 

full name and address of each registered voter, a blank column for the entry of the serial number 

of the voters when they vote (voter number) and other comments, and an indication next to the 

name of each voter for whom proof of residence is required.  A Supplemental Poll List with late 

registrations becomes part of the official Poll List.  A Hand-written Supplemental Poll List is 

created on Election Day for those who have registered at the polls, and for those who register in 

the municipal clerk’s office after the Supplemental Poll List has been printed. 

 

Poll supervisor: see Chief Election Inspector. 

 

Poll-watcher: see Election Observer. 

 

Poll-worker: see Election Inspector. 

 

Presidential Preference Primary: see Spring Primary. 
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Proof of Residence:  refers to identifying documents that fulfill the requirement for first-time 

voters registering by mail, voters registering at the clerk’s office after the close of open 

registration (20 days before the election), and voters who register at the polling place on Election 

Day to show proof of residence.  The term “identification” has been replaced by the term “proof 

of residence” in all situations where a voter must show some sort of documentation.  Acceptable 

forms of proof of residence must contain a complete name, including first and last name; and a 

current and complete residential address, including a numbered street address, if any, and the 

name of a municipality.  Forms that have an expiration date must be valid on Election Day in 

order to constitute acceptable proof of residence at that election. 

 

Protected Voter:  see Confidential Voter. 

 

Provisional Ballot:  a provisional ballot is a ballot which is marked by a voter, but which is not 

counted at the time it is cast.  It is issued to a voter who, at the time they register for the first 

time, is unable to provide the poll-workers with documentation required by Wisconsin and 

federal law.  Each provisional ballot is reviewed by the municipal clerk on the day after the 

election to determine if the individual is eligible to vote. 

 

Q 

 

Qualified Voter (qualified elector):  a qualified voter is a U.S. citizen, 18 years of age or older, 

who has resided in the election district for at least 10 days before any election at which he/she or 

she offers to vote, and who is registered to vote. 

 

R 

 

Referendum:  an election at which an advisory, validating or ratifying question is submitted to 

the voting public. 

 

Registration List:  see “Poll List.” 

 

S 

 

Same Day Registration:  see Election Day Registration. 

 

Section 6.95:  a notation on the back of the ballot and on the poll list to indicate that this voter’s 

ballot was challenged and the complete challenge procedure was adhered to.  See “Challenged 

Ballot”. 

 

Section 6.96:  notation used to indicate ballots that were cast after the close of the polls at 8:00 

p.m. pursuant to a court order.  If the poll-workers are informed that a court has issued an order 

extending the hours that the polling place is open beyond 8:00 p.m., a voter entering the polling 

place after that time will also have his/her ballot marked with the notation “Section 6.96.” 
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Section 6.97:  a notation to indicate that a voter has voted provisionally.  See “Provisional 

Ballot”.  

 

September Primary:  the primary held on the 2nd Tuesday in September to nominate candidates 

to be voted for at the general election. 

 

Special Registration Deputy (SRD):  a person appointed by the clerk to register voters outside 

of the clerk’s office until the third Wednesday before an election.  This person must take a sworn 

oath of office.  

 

Special Voting Deputy (SVD):  a person appointed by the municipal clerk or board of election 

commissioners to carry out absentee voting in nursing homes, community based residential 

facilities and qualified retirement homes.  At least two Special Voting Deputies must be 

appointed for each municipality in which one or more nursing homes, CBRF’s or qualified 

retirement homes are located. They must be appointed equally from members of the two major 

political parties. 

 

Spring Election:  the election held on the first Tuesday in April to elect non-partisan judicial, 

educational, municipal, county officers and sewerage commissioners. 

 

Spring Primary:  the primary held on the 3rd Tuesday in February to nominate nonpartisan 

candidates to be voted for at the spring election and to express preferences for the person to be 

the presidential candidate for each party in a year in which candidates for President and Vice 

President are to be elected. 

 

Statewide Voter Registration System (SVRS):  a single, centralized, computerized statewide 

voter registration list managed by the Elections Division.  SVRS is used by state, county, 

municipal and school board election officials to maintain a list of registered voters, manage and 

produce voter lists, and to process absentee and provisional ballots. 

 

Supplemental Poll List:  the Supplemental Poll List is divided into two separate sections: the 

Pre-Printed Supplemental Poll List, and the Hand-written Supplemental Poll List.  Portions of 

the pre-printed poll list generated from the SVRS contain names of all regular and confidential 

voters that registered during the late registration period until the poll list was printed in 

preparation for Election Day.  The Hand-written Supplemental Poll list will contain the names of 

voters who registered in the municipal clerk’s office after the pre-printed supplemental poll list is 

printed and will also contain the names of voters who register on Election Day. 

 

T 

 

Tabulator:  a person selected and employed by the municipal clerk to help count votes cast by 

paper ballot after the close of the polls.  Tabulators are under the direction of poll-workers and 

may also be used to assist counting votes during a recount. 
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V 

 

Voter Registration:  the process by which a voter registers to vote.  All voters, except for 

military voters, are required to register to vote.   Registration is accomplished by completing the 

Voter Registration Application at the clerk’s office, by special registration deputy, by mail, or at 

the polling place on Election Day.  The application must be filled out completely; failure to 

complete all applicable sections prevents the voter from registering, and therefore, voting.  The 

application must be signed by the voter in the presence of a poll-worker. 
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ELECTION OBSERVER QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Do not remove this questionnaire from the manual.  Answer the questions from this 

questionnaire in your own notebook.  Save your notes until after the election has been 

certified and there is no chance of a recount.  If you feel there are any problems as you 

document your day, call the HOTLINE NUMBER. 

 

If you are assigned to the first shift of the day: 

 

1. Document the county, municipality and wards where you are observing. 

2. Note the date and the time your shift began. 

3. Note the names of any election officials present, including the Chief Election Inspector 

and the poll workers. 

4. Are there any other campaigns or groups present? 

5. Did all election officials agree that the machines present were the proper machines? 

6. Did at least two election officials identify each machine; verify that it was the proper 

machine; that it was in the proper working order and that it was secure? 

7. Did each machine’s vote counting mechanism show a “zero count” (no pre-Election Day 

votes)? 

8. Did the machines appear to be well kept and in working condition? 

 

Observations to be made throughout your shift (remember to include the time and a 

description of the event or situation, and a description or the names of any people 

involved): 

 

1. Answer questions 1-4 above. 

2. How many election officials were present in the polling place?  

3. Were there any unauthorized persons in the polling place? 

4. Were there long lines at the polls? 

5. How long was the wait to cast a ballot?  Check this at various times throughout the day. 

6. How many voting booths were there? 

7. Did the voting equipment appear to be in good working order? 

8. Are there adequate supplies?  (Blank ballots, marking pens, etc.) 

9. Was the polling place handicapped accessible? 

10. Were election instructions posters displayed where they could be easily read? 

11. Is there any campaigning in the polling place? 

12. Do you see any effort to intimidate or interfere with individuals seeking to cast a ballot? 

13. Were you ever barred from observing the voting process? 

14. Are voters who are in the wrong polling place being redirected to the proper one? 

15. Are there any instances where a voter was permitted to vote a regular ballot (not a 

provisional one) even though the voter wasn’t qualified to do so? 

16. Did provisional voters and poll-workers properly complete and sign the certifications on 

the provisional ballot envelope?  Are provisional ballots being placed in the provisional 

ballot envelopes, sealed and placed in the separate provisional ballot box or envelope? 

17. Have you observed any voter that voted more than once? 

18. Does anything seem unusual about the polling place? 
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